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Abstract
Artificial intelligence-enabled decision support systems (AI-DSSs) can process highly complex informa-
tion to recommend or execute decisions autonomously, but often at the cost of lacking transparency and
explainability. The existence of inherent human limitations in understanding increasingly inexplicable
AI-DSSs, however, raise the question of people’s roles in the high-stakes, rapid decision-making domains
for which AI-DSSs are being developed. In this paper, we summarize the current state of human-AI team-
ing research in light of how emergent cognitive properties arise from human interactions with AI-DSSs.
We also identify important open research questions in accounting for the teamness of AI-DSSs in light of
current directions in trust research. Finally, we outline some anticipated challenges in methodological
approaches and generalizability when attempting to design studies to answer these questions.
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1. Introduction

Decision support systems (DSSs) have traditionally supplemented human cognitive capabilities
with computerized information processing to improve decision-making quality and speed [1].
Initial applications during the 1970s-1990s were largely tools that collated and presented infor-
mation to support human decision-making, such as in military housing occupancy assignment,
officer manpower planning, and aircraft design compendiums [2, 3]. In the 2000s, DSS design
philosophy shifted towards prosthetic functionalities that recommended decisions and actions
altogether [1, 4]. The acceleration and democratization of machine and deep learning methods
in recent years have introduced artificially intelligent DSSs (AI-DSS; [5]) that are capable of
processing highly complex information and executing actions autonomously. AI-DSSs are
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critical components of the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD)’s multi-domain operations (MDO)
in warfare [6]. For example, the DoD’s MDO roadmap includes the navigation and engagement
mechanisms of unmanned combat vehicles [7, 8].

However, the advanced capabilities of AI-DSSs often come at the cost of reduced transparency
and explainability [9]. This is concerning, as the unintended adoption of faulty DSS recommen-
dations can result in lethal or catastrophic outcomes. An infamous example is from 2004, when
US military personnel failed to veto automated engagements made by the Patriot missile system,
ultimately causing the fratricide of British and American pilots [4]. The deployment of AI-DSSs
for increasingly complex and sensitive applications risks similar or even more catastrophic
outcomes within other high-stakes domains, including national security, law enforcement, and
healthcare. Thus, for ethical and legal motivations, keeping people in the decision-making loop
remains the status quo for DSSs in such high-stakes domains [10].

It is important to note that the same advancements behind the rise of increasingly inexplicable
AI-DSSs can also lead to more impactful ways of integrating human and algorithmic decision-
making processes. Teams consisting of humans and AI, capable of surpassing systems of only
humans or AI, are now considered to be on the horizon [6]. But as teammates interact, a team
may exhibit different extents of group-level team properties, i.e., “teamness”, compared to other
teams or to itself at different points in time [11]. Teamness not only affects the extent to which
a team performs at levels greater than the sum of its parts; it also has recursive impacts on how
people trust and perceive their teammates, which then influences the teamness of their future
interactions. Although it has been theorized that people may not tend to perceive AI or robots
as teammates in comparison to other people [12, 13], the role of teamness in AI-DSSs has not
previously been explored in the literature. In this paper, we outline the current state of research
about some of the different ways that human interactions with AI-DSSs have been construed in
light of trust in AI. We then identify open research questions and challenges for incorporating
teamness in future studies on the role of trust in AI-DSSs.

2. Human Supervisory Control over AI-DSSs

People typically occupy supervisory roles over DSSs to perform checks and balances, especially
in high-stakes and safety-critical domains [14]. An example can be found in airport security
checkpoints, automated face recognition technology (AFRT) systems aid security agents in
verifying if a traveler’s identity matches their itineraries and identification documents [15]. The
AFRT system then presents a recommended decision (e.g., “match” or “mismatch”), which is
subsequently reviewed by the security agent who can either approve or veto the decision. Put
simply, people serve as the ultimate decision-making authority in supervisory control systems
like AFRT-assisted border control.

But with AI capabilities already surpassing human accuracy in many circumstances—as in the
case of AFRTs and face matching [16, 17]—it is unclear if it remains appropriate for people to exert
supervisory control over AI-DSSs. In applications where AI-DSSs are deployed for rapid decision-
making, human supervision over AI-recommended decisions may also result in suboptimal
system performance. Furthermore, people are subject to numerous cognitive limitations and
biases surrounding technology use. To name a few, people are prone to “automation bias”, or the



tendency to blindly adopt an automation-recommended decision even while faced with evidence
that the recommendation is faulty [18]. People also often become complacent in the presence of
AI, resulting in the ineffectual detection of errors or irregularities in AI outputs [19]. Outside of
biased decision-making tendencies, people’s scrutiny of AI-recommended decisions and actions
is also subject to limitations of workload, task expertise, and individual differences, among
others [20]. These phenomena have been linked to potentially inappropriate uses of DSSs, such
as overreliance on automated decisions, aversion to algorithm-heavy decision processes, and
the relegation of human operators to passive decision-making roles [21, 22]. Nevertheless, it has
been argued that human supervision over AI-DSSs is vital even when it may not significantly
improve system performance [23].

For one, the inclusion of humans in the loop who are vested with final decision-making
authority is essential to meet many legal and ethical requirements governing the use of AI in
consequential decision domains [24]. The proposed EU Artificial Intelligence Act, for instance,
mandates human oversight over AI systems for “preventing or minimising the risks to health,
safety or fundamental rights [...] when a high-risk AI system is used in accordance with its
intended purpose or under conditions of reasonably foreseeable misuse” [25, p. 51]. However,
such measures have been criticized for lacking specificity on the expected mechanisms, outcomes,
or metrics by which human oversight can ensure the safety and fairness of AI-assisted decision-
making [26]. A more apparent rationale for human supervisory control over AI-DSSs is that
many critical situations may require innovative solutions beyond the scope of algorithmic
decision-making [4, 23]. For example, after a flock of Canadian geese struck both jet engines,
pilots of U.S. Airways Flight 1549 minimized their reliance on cockpit DSSs to execute a manual
emergency landing on the Hudson River, saving all 155 passengers aboard [27].

3. AI-DSSs as Human-AI Teams

3.1. Teamness in AI-DSSs

The inherent limitations of human supervisory control raise questions about the role of people in
high-stakes domains where AI-DSSs are prevalent. But while people are increasingly taking on
the role of collaborators rather than supervisors when interacting with AI-DSSs, many AI models
perform poorly when cooperating with people [28]. This raises a more important question: could
AI-DSSs with humans-in-the-loop result in stronger overall system performance in comparison
to humans or AI alone? In 2005, amateur chess players interacting with AI-DSSs in so-called
“centaur” teams successfully defeated International Grandmasters and AIs, demonstrating that
it is possible for non-experts and AI algorithms to perform better together[29].

Understanding the reasons behind this phenomenon and the mechanisms driving its oc-
currence is essential for broadening its application to other categories of AI-DSSs involving
humans in the loop. A possible explanation lies in the theory that decisions from DSSs are
more meaningfully studied as outcomes of joint cognitive systems aimed at achieving common
goals[30]. This parallels the concept of interactive team cognition, where teams of interacting
individuals achieve results beyond the sum of individual inputs[31]. The idea that humans can
form teams with autonomous forms of automation to achieve exceptional results has recently
gained traction [32], though not without controversy (cf. [13, 33]). As with [11], we posit that



“teamness” emerges according to the extent that interdependent interactions between people
and AI result in cognitive outputs that cannot be broken down into individual human or AI
contributions. This is irrespective of whether unique roles or tasks are apparent in human-AI in-
teractions, which current definitions of human-AI teams stipulate that people and AI teammates
must exhibit while performing interdependent tasks towards common goals [32].

3.2. Disambiguating Teammate-likeness, Human-likeness, and Teamness

Another important consideration is that the team cognitive qualities that arise from human-AI
team interactions are closely related to people’s perceptions of their AI counterparts. This is why,
for example, many AI-DSSs are designed with human-like characteristics to foster trustworthy
and likable perceptions (e.g., [34, 35, 36]) by inducing anthropomorphism. Anthropomorphism
is the attribution of human-like characteristics to an inanimate object, influenced by people’s
perceptions and desires to socially engage with it as they would with other people [37]. The
widespread availability of AI products and interfaces capable of human-like interactions (e.g.,
Siri, Amazon Echo, ChatGPT) has led to an observed increase in people’s tendencies to socialize
with AI, treating and perceiving them as they would other people [38]. This trend is only
expected to accelerate with the increasing prevalence of generative AI algorithms [39].

On the other hand, people may interact with AI-DSSs in human-like ways to ease inter-
actions without perceiving them as human-like or as teammates—a phenomenon referred to
as “ethopoeia” [40]. For instance, people may withhold criticism, use verbal politeness cues
(“please”, “excuse me”, etc.), or talk about an AI using gendered language, yet retrospectively
view it as an inanimate object [41, 42, 43, 44]. Such findings have led some to argue that delib-
erately portraying AI as teammates may lead to dangerous or misleading expectations and that
AI should be instead be designed to be viewed only as tools or “supertools” [13, 33]. However, it
appears that many such arguments result from conflating teammate-like or human-like percep-
tions and expectations of a non-human agent, which are individual-level cognitive phenomena,
with the team cognitive properties that arise from human-AI interactions.

Cautionary warnings against depicting AI as teammates are not unfounded; theories of
perceived AI teammate-likeness (e.g., [12]) support the idea that human-like interaction ca-
pabilities may make a person more likely to form teammate-like perceptions of an AI coun-
terpart. However, because there is a tendency for researchers to conflate anthropomorphism
and ethopoeia [45], it bears clarification that human-like perceptions resulting from ethopoetic
interactions with AI are not precursors to teammate-like perceptions of (or interactions with)
AI-DSSs—though they are likely correlated [46]. In addition, there is mixed empirical support
for the relationship between team decision-making performance—a dimension of teamness—and
teammate-like perceptions of AI [47, 48].

It is an open research question how people perceive the teamness of their interactions
with AI also influences their teammate-like perceptions about it, or vice versa. We posit that,
as the team cognitive properties that emerge when teammates interact [31] affect human-
like and teammate-like expectations and behaviors that form at the individual level, these
individual-level phenomena, in turn, influence the teamness of future team interactions. In
other words, there is likely a dynamic feedback loop involving individual-level social perceptions
of AI and the teamness of collective actions, similar to other multi-scale team processes like



physical coordination and communication [49]. It has been established that social expectations
ultimately drive how people trust and effectively interact with non-human counterparts in
a similar feedback loop [21, 50, 51]. However, the recursive impacts of teamness have not
been considered in previous calls for investigating the formation of trusting relationships in
human-AI teams (e.g., [6]).

4. Trust in AI-DSSs: Accounting for Teamness

4.1. Trust in an AI Teammate

Trust has been defined as a person’s willingness to rely on automation as an aid to achieve
specific goals [52]. The effectiveness of DSS-assisted decision-making is understood to be a
function of how a person’s expectations are calibrated to its actual performance and process
capabilities in situations that the DSS was designed for [1]. Thus, the relationship between trust
and DSS performance has been a prime focus of research over the last three decades [21, 51, 52].

Many of the aforementioned cognitive limitations and biases that plague human supervisory
control over AI-DSSs are related to trust. In general, interacting with AI-DSSs that are also
capable of autonomously executing recommended decisions and actions can preclude continuous
human engagement in AI-assisted decision-making. This is partly due to combinations of the
pressures of making consequential decisions in real-time, the complexity of the environment, and
the need for rapid decision-making beyond human capabilities[53]. Thus, human supervision
of AI-DSSs can be characterized by a heightened sense of vulnerability, making trust central to
maintaining effective system interactions in the long run. This is similar to how people may
demonstrate higher propensities to adopt relational trusting expectations and behaviors in their
interactions in human-AI teaming setups [51].

Nevertheless, differences in how trust relates to decision-making performance when people
serve as teammates to AI-DSSs as opposed to supervisors remain poorly understood. This raises
several questions. For example, do people evaluate the trustworthiness of an AI agent differently
depending on whether they are prompted to consider it as a teammate or a tool? How do an AI
agent’s teammate-likeness and perceived trustworthiness relate to the teamness of human-AI
decision-making interactions? Do patterns of human-AI decision-making interactions over time
correlate with trustworthiness perceptions? And do these patterns and correlations change
depending on whether people are prompted to consider AI-DSS as a teammate or a tool?

Addressing these gaps may entail establishing the relationships between various trust con-
structs, human-AI teamness perceptions and qualities, and the factors that are known to affect
both, such as anthropomorphism [54]. For human supervisory structures over AI-DSSs, this may
include investigating how teamness and teamness-related social constructs relate to traditional
measures of trust in automation [55]. These include reflective questionnaires that ask for peo-
ple’s perceptions of the technology (e.g., [56, 57]) and behavioral metrics on how people adopt
AI-recommended decisions (i.e., compliance) or rely on them when human inputs do not appear
to be needed [58]. But if AI-DSSs are to be considered as human-AI teams, establishing the
relationships between these traditional trust constructs and measures is simply a precursor to
understanding how trust relates to teamness. Teamness is a team-level phenomenon; therefore,



we must also consider how trust manifests at the team level beyond perceptions and behaviors
of individual team members.

4.2. Human-AI Team Trust: Trust in the Team or Emergent Team Trust?

Team-level constructs of trust (i.e., “team trust”) have received considerable attention in the
human-AI teaming literature, albeit inconsistently defined. Team trust has commonly been used
to refer to an individual’s trusting attitudes towards their team as a whole, measured through
self-report questionnaires (e.g., [59]). This is consistent with the notion that an individual’s
trust in their team is affected by their perceptions of their team’s overall performance [11, 60].
We refer to this variable as a person’s trust in the team.

In considering how people trust in their team, it should be considered that may not necessarily
perceive robot or AI counterparts as teammates in the same way that they would other people
[12, 13]. If this is the case, then some may intuitively interpret the subjective questionnaires
that ask for trustworthiness ratings of one’s own team as not including one or more AI agents.
On the other hand, explicitly stating that such ratings must include AI counterparts may induce
undue perceptions of teammate-likeness or human-likeness, among others, and confound the
measurement of team trust. For studies on how trust develops in long-term AI-DSS team settings,
the repeated administration of such surveys also risk amplifying these issues of internal validity
[61, ch. 2]. Behavioral measures can also be problematic: a human teammate’s execution of a
human-AI team’s consensus decision may be attributed to a number of social factors beyond
a person’s trust in the team [51]. We note, though, that the current methodological issues
surrounding the measurement of this team trust construct do not mean that it is conceptually
unsound. More innovative ways are nonetheless needed to properly account for how teamness
informs and is subsequently affected by team members’ trust in their team.

Another way that team trust has been conceptualized is as an emergent team-level phe-
nomenon that generally describes how teammates trust one another, which we refer to as
emergent team trust. One way that emergent team trust has been approach involves investigat-
ing trust through observable markers in the context of reciprocal human-AI team relationships
[62], akin to behavioral measures of a person’s trust in an individual AI agent. The utility of
considering an emergent team trust concept can theoretically be seen, for example, in proposed
uses of network models to show how trust relations manifest and propagate in large teams
comprising multiple people or AI agents [63]. But network models generally apply only to teams
with more than two members; most human-DSS interactions presumably take place in dyadic
settings [28]. Furthermore, as with behavioral measures for individuals’ trust in their team,
interpreting the emergence of trusting behavioral patterns at the team level is fraught with
issues of causal validity. Valid markers of emergent team trust have been scarcely explored in
the various AI-DSS interaction paradigms, and should be addressed in future empirical research.

These two operationalizations of team trust are neither incompatible nor mutually exclu-
sive—an individual’s trust in their team certainly affects the overall trust dynamics as teammates
interact with each other [51, 64]. Indeed, combining these constructs may be appropriate in
accounting for the teamness of AI-DSSs, depending on the research question at hand and the
teaming context of interest. For instance, in multi-human AI-DSSs, one may consider how
individual perceptions of teamness and a team’s trustworthiness relate to each other and to



emergent patterns of trusting behaviors. Jointly measuring and interpreting questionnaire data
on people’s trust in their team alongside network-based parameters of emergent team trust
dynamics may make for a straightforward integration of both approaches if applicable to the
team task context.

Defining emergent team trust in terms of aggregations of trust-in-the-team measures may
also be considered, e.g., as the sum or average of individual members’ ratings of their trust in the
team [64]. However, we note the need to ensure the construct validity of attempts to integrate
both definitions of team trust through aggregation techniques. Caution should be exercised
in selecting aggregation techniques that are interpretable and consistent with compilational
definitions of emergence (i.e., multi-level, or involving both individual and team-level scales),
which inform our current understanding of teamness [11]. We refer the reader to [65] for a
detailed discussion of various aggregation techniques in light of emergent team phenomena.

5. Methodological Challenges

We acknowledge current methodological challenges in designing studies for investigating
trust in AI-DSSs in light of human-AI teaming. First, we anticipate challenges in designing
experimental testbeds that will induce interactions that are ecologically valid with real-world
decision-making behaviors in the high-stakes domains within which AI-DSSs are expected to
find widespread use [6]. For instance, laboratory simulations of AI-DSS in next-generation
combat vehicles (e.g., [66]) cannot be designed to realistically or ethically induce levels of risk
perceptions that real-world warfare scenarios involve. In many such simulations for other
high-stakes decision-making scenarios, aspects of operational accuracy surrounding real-world
task demands may also have to be sacrificed to ensure the feasibility of testbed implementations.

There is also an “assumption gap" in current AI-DSS research, in which theoretical use
contexts and application domains require certain AI capabilities to produce relevant outputs for
teaming with people, but are not technically feasible due to limitations in current AI technology.
For example, current limitations in AI data visualization capabilities mean that heatmaps of
salient features cannot be adequately used as an explanation tool for face-matching tasks
in AFRT simulations. The current state of the art produces heat maps that do not result in
demonstrably different levels of team-like performance in AFRT simulation experiments (e.g.,
[67]). Current experimental paradigms heavily rely on simulated AI capabilities, most commonly
in the form of Wizard-of-Oz settings [68] that may not represent realistic AI applications [69].

Another growing challenge is the development of testbeds through proprietary applications,
such as those involving large language models like ChatGPT [70] or off-the-shelf games such as
Minecraft and Roblox [71]. Many commercial, off-the-shelf models offer limited explanations
of how certain AI capabilities were developed, instead responding, for example, with “As an
AI model, I don’t have access to...". When approaching the study of human trust in AI from a
teaming perspective, AI should be able to act like a teammate, and acting like so means that the
technology has to be there to produce teammate-like behaviors. We also acknowledge, however,
that the use of open-source models may result in AI-DSSs that model state-of-the-art but at
considerably poorer performance levels (e.g., [67]).



Finally, the development of AI-DSSs that are capable of a sufficiently wide range of interaction
mechanisms to resemble teaming with people may require the development of automated
observational data collection protocols at unprecedented scales. We note that initial efforts
are underway [72]; nevertheless, successful applications of such protocols remain virtually
non-existent or unpublicized.

6. Conclusion

The continued growth in AI-DSS capabilities and applications in various high-stakes decision
domains calls for reconsidering the role of people in human-in-the-loop decision-making. In
this paper, we presented how we can advance the current state of human-AI teaming research
in light of how human-AI interactions within AI-DSSs can exhibit team cognitive properties,
i.e., teamness, to varying degrees. We posit that the teamness of human-AI interactions in an
AI-DSS affects the formation of social perceptions like trust at the individual level, which in turn
influence the future teamness of the AI-DSS in a dynamic feedback loop. As such, future research
should investigate the relationships between these cognitive phenomena and joint decision-
making performance in the design of AI-DSSs. Transdisciplinary (rather than interdisciplinary)
efforts are needed to address the current technological assumption gaps and testbed design
challenges in studying the teamness of human-AI interactions with AI-DSSs. Research teams
solving these problems must integrate an understanding of AI-DSS development and expertise
in human factors, among many others to streamline the development of ecologically valid
study methodologies. Overall, there are several challenges and open research questions in
the advancement of trust theory in teams of people and AI-DSSs. We believe that a teamness
perspective can improve our understanding of future human-in-the-loop AI-assisted decision-
making paradigms.
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